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Acute Renal Failure and Renal Replacement Therapy in the
Postoperative Period of Orthotopic Liver Transplant Patients
Versus Nonelective Abdominal Surgery Patients
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ABSTRACT

Acute renal failure (ARF) often complicates the postoperative period of patients
undergoing orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT); it is habitually associated with high
mortality rates. Similarly, patients undergoing major nonelective abdominal surgery
are prone to ARF because of their frequent preexistent morbidities, abdominal sepsis,
and needed for extended surgical procedures. The aim of this study was to evaluate the
incidence of ARF and use of renal replacement therapy (RRT) among OLT versus
nonelective abdominal surgery patients and associations with clinical outcomes. We
studied all the patients admitted to a surgical intensive care unit (ICU) from January
2008 to December 2009 after OLT or nonelective abdominal surgery. The inclusion
criteria were an ICU stay of at least 48 hours and without prior end-stage renal failure.
OLT patients (n � 84) were younger and less severly ill than surgery patients (n � 60).
ARF occurrence was lower among the OLT (29%) than the surgery group (47%)
requiring RRT in 71% and 53% of patients due to ARF, respectively. The ICU
mortality of ARF patients in both groups (29% OLT and 51% surgery) were greater
than among subjects without ARF (2% and 6%). The occurrence of ARF is common
among these two patient groups, and associated with increased risk of death among in

surgery (�45%) versus in OLT (�27%) patients.

i
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) is frequently ob-
served in the postoperative period of patients under-

going orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT); reported
incidences range from 12% to 70%.1 The development of

RF is closed related to medical and surgical complica-
ions. The mortality rate of OLT patients undergoing renal
eplacement therapy (RRT) may reach 90%.2 Diabetes
ellitus, a history of hepatorenal syndrome, massive intra-

perative transfusions, long graft ischemia, and the use of
ephrotoxic immunosuppressant agents and antibiotics
eem to be the major causative factors involved in ARF
ppearance after OLT.1–4

As in OLT, renal dysfunction in patients undergoing
emergency abdominal surgery is commonly associated
with a high morbidity and mortality. It is generally
related to hypoxic damage caused by systemic hypoten-
sion or reduced renal perfusion due to intra-abdominal
hypertension. The preexisting risks factors, like mild to
moderate renal dysfunction, diabetes mellitus, patient
age over 65 years, and recent exposure to nephrotoxic

drugs, are also important be considerations in the strat-
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fication of renal failure management.5 The purpose of
our study was to compare the incidence of ARF and the
use of RRT among OLT patients versus those undergo-
ing emergency abdominal surgery two populations at
high risk for postoperative ARF.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This retrospective analysis included all patients admitted to a
surgical intensive care unit (ICU) from January 2008 to Decem-
ber 2009 after OLT or nonelective abdominal surgery. Inclusion
criteria were an ICU stay of at least 48 hours and no prior
end-stage renal failure. Age, SAPS (Simplified Acute Physiology
Score) II score at the admission, occurrence of ARF according
to the RIFLE (Risk, Injury, Failure, Loss and End-Stage
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Kidney) classification,6 use of RRT, ICU length of stay (LOS),
and mortality data were collected for each patient. Statistical
analysis used SPSS 15.0 software (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, USA)
with group comparisons performed by analysis of variance or
chi-square tests A P value � .05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

We studied 84 patients undergoing OLT and 60 admitted
to ICU after emergency abdominal surgery. The OLT
patients were younger (56 � 9 years) and showed less
severe SAPS II scores (31 � 15) than the surgery group
(73 � 13 years [P � .01] and 48 � 16 [P � .01]). The 29%
24/84) incidence of ARF in the OLT group was lower
P � .05) than in the surgery group (29/60 patients, 47%).
he respective numbers who displayed ARF were 17

71%) and 15 (53%). In both groups, SAPS II scores and
ges of patients patients with versus without ARF were
imilar (Table 1). The ICU LOS in patients with ARF
as longer after not significantly among the surgery

Table 1. Incidence of ARF and RRT, Age, SAPS II Score, ICU
LOS, and ICU and Hospital Mortality in Patients Undergoing

OLT and Emergency Abdominal Surgery

OLT
(n � 84)

Surgery
(n � 60)

ARF, % (n/n total) 29% (24/84) 48% (29/60)
RRT, % (n/n total) 71% (17/24) 53% (17/29)
Age, y (mean � SD)*

Total 56 � 9 73 � 14
ARF 56 � 9 70 � 15
No ARF 54 � 11 76 � 11
RRT 54 � 13 75 � 10

SAPS II (mean � SD)*
Total 31 � 15 48 � 16
No ARF 27 � 14 44 � 16
ARF 41 � 15 51 � 15
RRT 43 � 17 58 � 16

ICU-LOS, d (mean � SD)
Total 5 � 4 11 � 24
No ARF 2 � 3 6 � 5
ARF 8 � 6 21 � 28
RRT 9 � 6 11 � 6

ICU mortality, % (n/n total)†

Total 10% (8/84) 28% (17/60)
No ARF 2% (1/60) 6% (2/31)
ARF 29% (7/24) 51% (15/29)
RRT 35% (6/17) 53% (9/17)

Hospital mortality, % (n/n total)†

Total 11% (9/84) 33% (20/60)
No ARF 2% (1/60) 12% (4/31)
ARF 37% (8/24) 55% (16/29)
RRT 41% (7/17) 70% (12/17)

ARF, acute renal failure; RRT, renal replacement therapy; SAPS II; ICU,
intensive care unit; LOS, length of stay; OLT, orthotopic liver transplantation;
SD, standard deviation.
*P � .05 between OLT and surgery group.
†P � .05 comparing ARF group with no ARF group.
21 � 28 days) versus OLT (8 � 6 days group). Similarly,
he ICU and hospital mortality of surgery patients with
RF (51% and 55%, respectively) were greater (P � .05)

han those of OLT patients with ARF (29% and 33%,
espectively). The requirement for RRT increased in
ignificantly the ICU and hospital mortality among ARF
atients in both groups (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

This retrospective analysis indicated that during the post-
operative period the occurrence of ARF was common
among OLT patients (1/3 of patients), but it was more
common among subjects admitted to the ICU after non-
elective major abdominal surgery (1/2 patients). As ex-
pected, ARF occurrence was associated with an increased
ICU mortality in both groups and an increased risk of death
in surgery patients developing ARF (from 6% to 51%,
�45%), which was larger than that observed among OLT
patients with ARF (from 2% to 29%, �27%).

The occurrence of ARF and the clinical outcomes
bserved in our OLT patients were similar to those
eported by other workers.1,2 The increased risk of death

associated with the development of ARF indicated that
renal impairment in the postoperative period, regardless
of its primary cause and RRT treatment, are remarkable
complications that must be carefully evaluated and man-
aged by physicians.4,7 To our knowledge, few data are
available on the relationship of postoperative renal dys-
function with clinical outcomes among patients undergo-
ing nonelective major abdominal surgery.5 Our data
clearly evidenced that ARF in this population, as in OLT
patients, is a common complication in the postoperative
period. Its appearance was closely related to bad patient
outcomes, with a mortality among subjects developing
ARF of about 50%.

The differences in ARF incidence and mortality rate
observed between OLT and surgery groups may be
attributed to several factors. Patients in the surgery
group were older and sicker than those in the OLT
group. This observation can justify, at least in part, the
higher rate of ARF and deaths observed in the former
group. However, other important factors may play roles
as, for instance, the effects of abdominal sepsis and
its management, for example, fluids, antibiotics, and
vasoactive drugs, on renal perfusion and tubular cell
activities.8

In conclusion, our retrospective analysis indicated that
ARF was a frequent, serious complication in the postoper-
ative period of patients undergoing OLT or emergency
abdominal surgery. However, in the latter group ARF
seemed to occur more frequently than among OLT pa-
tients, with an absolute increased mortality risk of 45%

compared to patients without ARF.
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